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Abstract: This paper presents the virtual machine resource allocation algorithm based on business characteristics under a
cloud computing environment. This algorithm describes the user service characteristic time delay factor and price factor
and other parameters, resource scheduler computing data center according to the user on the business characteristics of the
description and the status of cloud calculated the cost of the business index. According to the cost index distribution of
cloud computing resources, firstly the system model of the algorithm is introduced, and then the model is established according to the corresponding problem of the system model, and then the corresponding resource allocation scheme is proposed. Finally, the performance of the algorithm is verified by simulation. The simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm in cloud computing platform improves the utilization rate of resources and at the same time significantly reduces the computational characteristics of different business users of cloud use cost, and improves the cloud user service experience.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of cloud computing, more and
more users will do business migration to the cloud service
providers of cloud computing flat station, a virtual machine
running in the cloud computing platform, and become the
cloud users. Cloud service providers perform according to
the specific needs of the cloud user business distribution of
its corresponding virtual machine configuration and quantity.
Using the current resource allocation method can improve the rate of cloud resources better, and increase the
cloud service provider revenue. However, from the cloud
user's point of view, these methods can not bring much benefit to the cloud user, or even reduce the user experience, from
a long-term point of view; the long-term income of a cloud
service provider will also have a negative impact. The business characteristics of different clouds of different users vary
from the virtual machine resource price, delay and resource
deployment and other requirements are also not identical.
Therefore, in the process of virtual machine resource allocation, allocation is necessary for virtual machine resources
according to the characteristics of the cloud user, thereby
reducing the cost of low cloud users, and improving the
cloud user service experience, and then realizing maximum
cloud service providers of long-term income [1]. In this paper, we from the cloud user perspective proposed the virtual
machine allocation algorithm based on a cloud computing
business characteristics, in order to improve the utilization rate
of the platform in cloud computing resources at the same
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time reducing the cloud user cost, and improving the cloud
user service experience.
2. THE SYSTEM MODEL
Considering a computing platform is distributed in a plurality of different geographic location data centers to form
clouds. Capacity of each data center, delay performance and
virtual machine resource prices are not the same. Cloud service providers perform according to the user's requirements
for the allocation of cloud resources corresponding virtual
machine and operation of cloud users of virtual machine in
the data center [2]. In order to understand, following definitions are given:
Definition one: a resource scheduler, running state of
computing data center according to the user's requirements
and the cloud virtual machine resource allocation corresponding to the cloud user, a data center resource scheduler
itself runs in cloud computing platform.
Definition two: data center status monitoring process,
running on each data center, running state real-time monitoring data center, the amount of residual resources including
data center and virtual machine resource price information,
status information and to the resource scheduler sends location data center.
Definition three: data center status table, data storage
center state information for resource scheduler module, according to the state information center data process state
monitoring reports are updated in real time, including the
data center of the residual amount of resources, time delay
and resource price information.
According to the above definition, the system architecture can be represented as in Fig. (1).
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Fig. (1). Virtual machine system framework of distribution maps based on business characteristics.

(

)

In Fig. (1), Ri li , ni , ci represents the cloud user submitted to the resource scheduler resource request, whereas
li = li ( f , m, h, b ) represents a cloud user i for virtual machine configuration, including the processor f, memory m,
external memory bandwidth h and b. To represent a number
of cloud users, i is needed for virtual machine; ci represents
business characteristics of the cloud user i; Ln ,t , Pn ,t , Dn ,t
respectively represent the amount of remaining resources
data center and n reports data center status monitoring process to a resource scheduler, resource price and time delay
estimation information, whereas, the resource price
Pn,t = P f n,t , mn,t , hn,t , bn,t , including processor computing

(

)

resource price f n ,t , resource in memory m , external storn,t
age resource hn ,t and bandwidth resource bn,t . In order to
simplify the system model, we assume a cloud user with
only one type of business [3].
3. MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
3.1. Description of Service Features
For the specific business, such as massively multiplayer
online game business, the business of large amount of internal information interaction, virtual machine deployment for
the use of centralized deployment mode, and highly sensitive
to the delay, resource price has little influence on it. As micro-blog social business, with strong regional characteristics,
the smaller amount of internal business information interaction is more suitable for virtual machine deployment adopting distributed deployment mode, and at the same time, delay in this kind of business generates low sensitivity of price.
The difference of business of cloud users leads to its variable
business characteristics, and according to the virtual machine
deployment requirements, time delay factor and price factor
can be used to describe the business characteristics of cloud
user i.

(

ci = si , ai , bi

)

(1)

3.2. Status Updates of Data Center
On the pricing model of resource price data center and
cloud provider, in the system model, taking into account the
equalization of multiple data center load demand, we used
dynamic pricing model based on the residual amount of resources. Specifically, data center resources price Pk ,t was
calculated by the data center status monitoring process according to the following formula.

( )

Pk ,t = g1 Pk ,o + g 2 f Lk ,t

(2)

In the formula, k represents the data centre number, t represent the current time, g i as weighting factor,   i  1 ,

Pk ,o is a reference price of resources data center, k is con-

( )

stant, f Lk ,t

is the function associated with the residual

amount of resources.
Time delay estimation of data center renewal process: resource scheduler periodically Xiang Yun computing data
center sending delay test signal, and record the response time
delay d k ,t the test signal, sending periodic testing signal for

td ,

and whenever a resource scheduler receives the state

information from the data center will also send to the data
center of an experiment the test signal. Delay of data center
is obtained by the formula:
I

d k ,t

i 1

I

Dk ,t  

(3)

where I represents the most recent I signal, namely the mean
response delay time delay I recently a test signal to the data
center estimation.
3.2. Description of the Problem
In order to influence the intuitive description of data center delay and resource price on the business, we put forward
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the concept of business cost index, resource scheduler according to the cloud user service cost index for the allocation
of resources to the corresponding business. Cost index can
be calculated by the following formula:

Ti ,k ,t = ai Dk ,t + bi Pi ,k ,t

(4)

Among them, Ti ,k ,t represents the cloud user i arrived at t
moment of its business with respect to data center k cost
index, Pi ,k ,t = Pk ,t li represents the user i in the data center, k is
deployed on a virtual machine that configured the requirements of cost, the same cloud users of its business delay factor  and price factor  are constant. From the type set, on
the same cloud user service, different data centers and different time, its cost index are not the same.
According to business characteristics of cloud users assign virtual machine resource, minimum cloud user cost, cost
index minimization problem is equivalent to solving a cloud
user, therefore, our objective function can be described as
follows:
K

min Ti ,t   Ti , k ,t xi , k ,t
k 1

K

s.t.

x
k 1

i , k ,t

 ni

(5)

Ti ,t represents the total cost of the cloud

user i, t represents the cloud user i service request arrival
time, xi ,k ,t represents the virtual machine allocation index,
where t users of i virtual machine in k data center are the
upper department number. The first restriction represents a
number of virtual machine resources allocated to the virtual
machine scheduler total user i should be equal to the user i
required; second limiting conditions indicates that the data
center on k allocated to the virtual machine resources required of user i should be less than the total amount of resources available to the data center k.
Known by the first limiting conditions, the objective
function is equivalent to:
K

xi , k ,t

k 1

ni

min Ti ,t  ni 

Ti , k ,t

2) Select the data center, cost index Ti ,k ,t minimum DT if
xi ,k * ,t li £ Lk* ,t , then data center for the user service agency, a
virtual machine, x * = x * + 1, and more new ni = ni - 1
i , k ,t
i , k ,t
and L * = L * - x * li , if x * li > Lk *,t , then DT = DT - k * ,
i , k ,t
k ,t
k ,t
i , k ,t
execute step 1);
3) DT = f , indicates that the current cloud computing
platform does not have sufficient resources to provide services, for the user allocation failure, end; if x * = ni and the
i,k ,t

distribution end, otherwise execute step 2);
Through many times of iterative water filling algorithm,
we can find the best virtual machine user I deployment strategy.
4. RESOURCE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM BASED
ON BUSINESS CHARACTERISTICS
According to the system model and the analysis of the
problem, we propose a virtual machine resource allocation
algorithm based on business characteristics. The specific
process is shown in Fig. (2).
The concrete steps of the proposed virtual machine allocation algorithm are as follows:
Step one, the user to submit a request for a resource allocating resources Ri  li , ni , ci  ;

xi , k ,t li  Lk ,t , k  1, 2,..., K

Among them,
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(6)

Step two, if the user's virtual machine deployment strategy of si  1 , execute step three; if si  v,  v  1 , then
execute step four;
Step three, centralized way for user i to the virtual machine resource allocation, the specific method for:
*

1) Resource scheduler queries the data center k status
table, elected to meet the needs of the user i resources data
center Ri (li , ni ), must satisfy L * ³ ni li , and constitutes the
k ,t

candidate data center set Gi of user i .
2) If the candidate user i set data center Gi is null, it suggests that the current cloud computing platform has not
enough resources allocated to the user I, resource scheduler
refused to user i request, execute step five; otherwise, the
calculation of candidate data center cost index Ti ,k ,t , k Î Gi

In the formula, for a particular user service, the number
of virtual machine needs ni is determined, and the cost of
index Ti ,k ,t user service relative to a particular data center is

relative cloud users I collection of Gi in each data center;

the fixed value. Therefore, we can solve the water filling
algorithm through the optimization problem [4]. The steps
are as follows:

dex and the lowest in Ti,k ,t data center

3) Select the candidate data center Gi collection cost in-

k*

for user

i

de-

partment cloud virtual machine;
4) Remaining resources state of

Lk ,t

on the selected data

1) According to the cost index to sort the data center, remember the ranked set for the DT virtual machine, the ini-

center are updated, execute step five;

tialization allocation index: xi,k ,t = 0 ;

Step four, adopting distributed deployment of virtual machine as the user i , the specific method for:
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Fig. (2). Flow chart of algorithm.

1) Resource scheduler queries the data center status table,
select the resource requirement Ri (li , ni )to meet the user i
data center

k * , must

satisfy Lk * ,t  ni l , wherein,

Lk * ,t is

ni represents the number of user
i needed for virtual machine, li represents the cloud user

the surplus resources,

desired virtual machine configuration, v represents the user
requirements of virtual machine which are deployed in v data
center, the data center of a candidate data center user i in
the set Gi ;

sources, execute step five; otherwise, the calculation of the
candidate set of each data center in Gi phase to the cloud
user i cost of index Ti ,k ,t , k Î Gi is performed;
3) In the candidate set Gi consisting of a collection of data center cost index Ti ,k ,t , k minimum v data center is selected
in Gi* in the Gi* collection of the data center are user
tual machine deployment.
4) The remaining resource state

Lk ,t

i

vir-

on the selected data

center are updated, execute step five;

2) If the candidate data center Gi collection of data center
Gi < v number, it represents that the current data are not

Step five, as the virtual machine assignment completes,
the resource scheduler to the cloud user I feedback results.

adequate to meet the cloud center user i resource requirements, resource scheduler refused to user i requests for re-

Compared with the water filling algorithm standards, the
above algorithm considering the strategy requires the user
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for the virtual machine deployment with some performance
loss, but it still significantly reduces the user's cloud computing cost, and especially requires the use of centralized virtual machine deployment strategy users for better performance
[5].
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Table 1: The simulation parameters.
Parameters

Value

The number of data center

5

5. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Data center computing ability

8×3000MIPS

5.1. Establishment of the Simulation Model

Data center memory capacity

16GByte

In practice, the data center with delay and price resource
utilization rate, therefore, we first define the utilization data
center resources h , t moment data center k resources utilization rate calculation formula is as follows:

The bandwidth of data center

100Mbps

Leave the probability data center operations

0.02

Business average required number of virtual machine

3

The number of simulation time slot

288

hk ,t =

m1 f k ,t + m2 mk ,t + m3hk ,t + m4 bk ,t
m1 f k + m2 mk + m3hk + m4 bk

(7)

In the formula, m i represents the corresponding to the
data center resources influence factor, delay of
0  i  1,  i  1 ; the denominator indicates the total
i

amount of resources data center k, the denominator represents the use of a corresponding amount of resources in the t
time.
According to the utilization rate of data center resources,
we define the relationship between delay and resource utilization rate in the simulation model as follows:

é 1
ù
Dk ,t = Dk ,0 exp ê
- eú
êë1- hk ,t
úû

(8)

In the formula, Dk ,0 reference delay data center k, according to the formula, when the resource utilization rate is
less than 70%, the resource utilization rate increases slowly;
when the resource utilization rate is higher than 70%, the
increase of resource utilization rate increases rapidly [6].
Similarly, we define the rate relationship by the price of
resource and resource data center in the simulation model as
follows:

Pk ,t =

1
P +P
1- hk ,t k ,o k ,o

(9)

Among them, Pk ,o represent the benchmark price of resources data center k, which can be seen from the above
equation; with the increase of resource utilization, resource
price data center also gradually increases.
5.2. The Results of Simulation Analysis
Consider a distributed cloud computing platform consisting of five different geographic location data formed in
the center of each data center, all having the same capacity,
but its reference resources price and reference delay are not
the same. In each time slot, the business needs a number of
virtual machines and the corresponding business characteristics randomly generated and executed in a data center business leaving a certain probability. The specific simulation
parameters are shown in Table 1.

Figs. (3) and (4), respectively, indicate the resource price
five data center (Fig. 3) and delay (Fig. 4) in the 100th time
slot to slot changes among the 200th. In the simulation model, the load is proportional to the price of resources and time
delay and data centers, i.e. the larger the load, the higher the
price of resources, and the delay is large. Five data centers’
benchmark price and the reference delay are not the same.
From the data center I to V, the benchmark price lowers and
the reference delay is increased.
Fig. (5) shows the five data centers in the 100th to 200th
time slot resource utilization curves, as can be seen from the
graph. Resource allocation algorithm, five data center load
difference, and the price model algorithm with balanced load
effect are proposed in this paper. According to the simulation
model, the average load of five data center is 60%, while the
load in Fig. (5) data center fluctuates between 40%-70%,
demonstrating that the proposed algorithm can achieve better
load balancing data center between the target [7].
Fig. (6) shows the relation graph of rate and delay, resource price data center utilization III resources, as can be
seen from the graph of time delay and resource prices and
resource utilization rate is proportional to, and has a high
correlation consistent with the simulation model theory, illustrating the correctness of simulation [8].
We concluded factor a more than 0.7 business as delay
sensitive traffic, and the price factor b more than 0.7 business as price sensitive business. Both were statistically different virtual machine deployment strategies of delay sensitive traffic delay and resource cost and price sensitive business accumulated value, Fig. (7). Among them, the first acts
as distributed virtual machine deployment delay and price
different characteristics under the business strategy. It can be
observed from the figure that for delay sensitive traffic, the
cumulative delay value is far less than the price sensitive
business Fig. (7a). This is because of the business office delay sensitive business requirements of smaller physical and
time delay, and price sensitive business to business processing delay is not a strict requirement; on the contrary, the
time delay sensitive service resource cost accumulation is
greater than the price sensitive service, Fig. (7b). This is
because the price sensitive business requirements of resource
price are as low as possible, while the price of delay sensitive business to resource is not strict; Fig. (7c) and (7d)
show centralized virtual machine deployment delay and
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Fig. (3). Resource price curves of five data center.

Fig. (4). Time delay curve of five data center.

Fig. (5). The utilization rate of data center resources.
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Fig. (6). Diagram of the relationship between resources utilization and rate, time delay in data center III(DCIII).

Fig. (7a). Time delay of different service under distributed VM deployment strategies.

Fig. (7b). Resource cost of different service under distributed VM deployment strategies.
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Fig. (7c). Time delay of different service under centralized VM deployment strategies.

Fig. (7d). Resource cost of different service under centralized VM deployment strategies.
Fig. (7). Cost and time delay curve of the different characteristics business under different virtual machine deployment strategies.

resource price business strategies under the different characteristics of the cumulative curve; the result is similar to Figs.
(7a) and (7b), which shows that no matter what the user virtual machine deployment strategy is, the proposed algorithm
can be calculated using the corresponding cost reduce users
of cloud. The centralized virtual machine deployment strategy users, differences between different types of traffic delays
and resource prices are more obvious, the results show that
the proposed algorithm is better to adopt for centralized virtual machine deployment strategy users return. In general,
Fig. (7) shows that the virtual machine resource allocation
algorithm is based on business characteristics that can allocate resources for users according to business characteristics
of users, thus reducing the cost of the user [9, 10].

CONCLUSION
From the above-mentioned content, resource allocation
algorithm based on business characteristics mainly introduces a cloud computing environment. This algorithm can perform according to the characteristics of user service to allocate appropriate resources for users, thus reducing the user
cost, load balance and can achieve a cloud computing platform. This paper first introduces the system model of the
algorithm, later the model is established according to the
corresponding problem of the system model, and then the
corresponding resource allocation scheme is proposed. Finally, the performance of the algorithm is verified by simulation. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm
can perform according to the characteristics of user service

The Virtual Machine Resource Allocation based on Service Features

for a particular resource allocation to users, significantly
reducing the cost to the user, and implementing a distributed
cloud data center computing platform under different load
balancing.
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